Abstract. Grain segmentation on 3D superalloy images provides superalloy's micro-structures, based on which many physical and mechanical properties can be evaluated. This is a challenging problem in senses of (1) the number of grains in a superalloy sample could be thousands or even more; (2) the intensity within a grain may not be homogeneous; and (3) superalloy images usually contains carbides and noises. Recently, the Multichannel Edge-Weighted Centroid Voronoi Tessellation (MCEWCVT) algorithm [1] was developed for grain segmentation and showed better performance than many widely used image segmentation algorithms. However, as a general-purpose clustering algorithm, MCEWCVT does not consider possible prior knowledge from material scientists in the process of grain segmentation. In this paper, we address this issue by defining an energy minimization problem which subject to certain constraints. Then we develop a Constrained Multichannel Edge-Weighted Centroid Voronoi Tessellation (CMEWCVT) algorithm to effectively solve this constrained minimization problem. In particular, manually annotated segmentation on a very small set of 2D slices are taken as constraints and incorporated into the whole clustering process. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed CMEWCVT algorithm significantly improve the previous grain-segmentation performance.
Introduction
For different industrial applications, engineers need to choose proper kinds of superalloys with desired mechanical or physical properties, such as lightness, hardness, stiffness, electrical conductivity and fluid permeability [2] . Such properties are related to the micro-structures of the superalloy material which is usually made up of a set of grains [3] . Thus, in the repeated development or researches on superalloy materials, the major task is to identify the superalloy micro-structures so that their mechanical and physical properties can be evaluated. Currently, material scientists mainly conduct manual annotations/segmentations on 2D superalloy image slices and then combine the 2D results to reconstruct the 3D grains.
Given the large number of grains in a superalloy sample and the large number of slices in its high-resolution 3D microscopic images, this manual-segmentation process is very tedious, time consuming and prone to error. Manual segmentation becomes even more difficult when the microscopic superalloy images are multichannel images, where different channels reflect different parameter settings of the electronic microscope. For example, Figure 1 shows four channels of a single 2D slice, from which we can see that adjacent grains may be distinguishable by their intensity in certain channels but not in other channels. As a result, we may need to manually segment the image in each channel and then combine the segmentation results from different channels.
In principle, many existing segmentation methods may be useful to relieve material scientists from the manual segmentation. 2D segmentation methods, such as mean shift [4] , watershed [5] , statistical region merging [6] , normalized cuts [7] , graph cuts [8] , level set [9] and watershed cuts [10, 11] , can be applied to segment 2D slices. Especially, in [12] , a region merging segmentation method called "the stabilized inverse diffusion equation" and a stochastic segmentation method called "the expectation-maximization/maximization of the posterior marginals (EM/MPM) algorithm" are combined for 2D Ni-based superalloy image segmentation. However, all the above 2D segmentation methods still cannot effectively and accurately correspond the segments across adjacent slices to achieve the desired 3D grain segmentation. 3D image segmentation methods [13] [14] [15] [16] can segment a volume image to achieve 3D grains directly. Recently, Cao et al. developed a Multichannel EdgeWeighted Centroid Voronoi Tessellation (MCEWCVT) algorithm for 3D multichannel superalloy grain segmentation, which outperforms many existing segmentation algorithms [1] . In MCEWCVT, the voxels in a 3D volume image are clustered into a set of groups which then form a segmentation on the 3D image space. The clustering is achieved by an unconstrained minimization of an energy function which combines a multichannel clustering energy term called "similarity" and an edge energy term called "regularity". The "similarity" term measures the distances from each voxel's multichannel intensity to the center of a cluster (in multichannel intensity space) to which the voxel is clustered. The "regularity" term measures the amount of segmentation edges in image space. Thus, when the MCEWCVT energy function is minimized, the voxels sharing similar multichannel intensities are grouped into the same cluster while the small over-segmentations are suppressed.
However, the MCEWCVT algorithm has two limitations: 1) the number of clusters is empirically chosen and the initial clusters are randomly generated; 2) no existing prior knowledge from material scientists is incorporated into the segmentation process. In practice, the prior knowledge could include the geometry on the grains' layout, the grains' phase identifications, and the grains' intensity similarity in different channels, etc. Material scientists have been exploring such kinds of prior knowledge for decades, and using them when they manually annotate the segmentations of 3D superalloy grains. In this paper, we incorporate such prior knowledge into the MCEWCVT model to further improve the grain segmentation performance. Specifically, we first construct a constrained minimization problem by enforcing a set of human annotated constraints (coming from a few manually segmented 2D slices) into the original MCEWCVT model. Then we develop a constrained multichannel edge-weighted centroid Voronoi tessellation (CMEWCVT) algorithm to solve the constrained minimization problem. In this algorithm, we also use the human annotated constraints to help determine the proper cluster numbers and the initial cluster centers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the MCEWCVT model. The new constrained energy minimization problem is proposed in Section 3, and then we develop an effective CMEWCVT algorithm for solving the proposed problem in Section 4. We report the experimental and comparison results in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
The Multichannel Edge-Weighted Centroidal Voronoi Tessellation Model
In [1] , segmentation of a multichannel superalloy volumetric image is mathematically formalized as an unconstrained minimization problem in which the energy (cost) function consists of a multichannel clustering energy term called "similarity" and an edge energy term called "regularity". Such a minimization problem can be effectively solved by an iterative MCEWCVT algorithm which guarantees decreasing of the energy in each iteration. In this section, we briefly review this algorithm for superalloy segmentation.
Multichannel Edge-Weighted Clustering Energy
Let N denote the number of image channels of the superalloy volume, i.e., we have N images, u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u N , of the same superalloy sample taken under N different microscope parameter settings. The set of intensity values of the 3D superalloy images U and the generators W can be written in the vector form as 
is a tessellation of the image domain D and ρ is a predefined density function over D.
For each voxel (i, j, k) ∈ D, we denote N ω (i, j, k) a local neighborhood for it, which could be a 2ω × 2ω × 2ω cube centered at (i, j, k) or a sphere centered at (i, j, k) with radius ω. Further if we define a local characteristic function
. . , L} tells which cluster u(i, j, k) belongs to, then similar to [17] , an edge energy can be defined as
When the density function ρ is defined as ρ = 1+|∇u|, the total energy function, i,e., the multichannel edge-weighted clustering energy, is defined as:
where λ is a weighting parameter to control the balance between E C and E L . Thus, the desired 3D superalloy segmentation result are
Energy Minimizer and MCEWCVT
As proved in [1] , moving a voxel (i, j, k) to the cluster of a generator to which it has the shortest multichannel edge-weighted distance will decrease the total clustering energy E(W; D) at the most, where the multichannel edge-weighted distance can be defined as
associated with the generators W in the physical volume space D can be defined as
When W is fixed, the MCEWVTD associated with W corresponds to the minimizer of the multichannel edge-weighted energy
It was shown in [1] 
Constrained 3D Superalloy Grain Segmentation
To improve 3D multichannel superalloy grain image segmentation, we may use human annotated segmentation results on a small set of pre-selected superalloy slices as the prior knowledge, i.e., constraints from the problem domain. 
Thus the constraints over the tessellation (or say grouped clusters) D can be defined mathematically as:
m n and g m n are neighbor grains} (9) where Ψ (·) denotes the generic form of the clustering function which provides a cluster label for a given voxel. Thus we can define the 3D multichannels superalloy image segmentation problem under such human annotation constraints to be a constrained energy minimization problem in the form of (W;D) = arg min
We would like to point out that the above defined constraints namely only take effect on the voxels within the same constraint 2D superalloy slice, but it is expected that those constraints will propagate their effects to other non-constraint slices during the solution process to give improved grain segmentations.
Constrained Multichannel Edge-Weighted Centroid Voronoi Tessellation Algorithm
In the following, we will develop a constrained multichannel edge-weighted centroid Voronoi tessellation (CMEWCVT) algorithm to solve the above constrained minimization problem. In the algorithm we first enforce the initial clusters to satisfy constraint C. And then the constraint is imposed on the whole energy minimization process. Denote the average multichannel intensities of grains g m n ∈ S to be U c = {u
Determine an Initial Configuration Satisfying Constraints
We first run the K-means on U c with a small cluster number using a random initialization. Let G be the neighbor graph of the grains in S. If there exist adjacent grains on the same constraint image slices g We repeat this process until we obtain a set of clusters which can group U c with no adjacent grains on the same constraint image slice belonging to the same cluster. We then define the centers of the these clusters as the initial generators for the CMEWCVT. See Algorithm 1 for the description of the whole procedure. 
Constrained Multichannel Edge-Weighted Voronoi Tessellation
In MCEWCVT the clustering energy is minimized by iteratively transferring each voxel from its current cluster to a cluster to which it has the shortest edgeweighted distance defined by Eqn. (5). In the new CMEWCVT model, we need to constrain the transferring of the voxels between clusters. Specifically, we will force the voxels in the constraint grains (in the 2D constraint slices) remains in their original cluster, and for the voxels in the non-constraint image slices, they are allowed to be transfered between clusters.
Given a set of constrained generators
and corresponding constraints S, we define the constrained multichannel edge-weighted Voronoi tessel-
where (i, j, k) refers to the voxel on the non-constraint image slices.D S is given by Algorithm 1. Thus, we can define the constrained multichannel edge-weighted clustering energy as
From Eqn. (5), it is also easy to find that when W c and S are fixed, the constrained multichannel edge-weighted Voronoi tessellationD = {D Then we define the constrained multichannel edge-weighted Voronoi tessellation energy for a given set of constrained generators
to be
Algorithm 2 can be used to effectively construct the constrained multichannel edge-weighed Voronoi tessellation for a given set of constrained generators. 
The CMEWCVT Model and Its Construction
In order to define the CMEWCVT model, we need to further determine the centroids of a given set of partitionD = {D We propose the Algorithm 3 for the construction of the CMEWCVTs. As discussed in [17] for the EWCVT construction algorithms, some improvements of Algorithm 3-CMEWCVT can be obtained by using narrow-banded implementation. We also note that the energy E CMEW V T (W c , S) keeps decreasing along the iterations in this algorithm.
Definition (CMEWCVT). For a given constrained multichannel edge-weighted
Voronoi tessellation {w c l } L l=1 ; {D c l } L l=1 ; S of D,
we call it a constrained multichannel edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellation (CMEWCVT) of D if the generators {w
INPUT: A 3D N -channel images determined by u and initial cluster number guess L0. Constraints S and the neighboring graph G of grains in S. 2: START: 3: Construct U c using S and G. 
) and exit; otherwise, setD 
Experiments and Evaluation
The proposed CMEWCVT algorithm is tested on a Ni-based 3D superalloy image dataset. The dataset consists 4 channels of superalloy slice images taken under different electronic microscope parameters settings. Each slice was photographed as new facets appearing by keeping abrading the up-front facet of the superalloy sample. The size of each image slice is 671 × 671 and the number of slices in each channel is 170. The resolution within a slice is 0.2μm and the resolution between slices is 1μm.
The resolution on the 2D superalloy image slice are 5 times higher than that between adjacent image slices. In order to control the smoothness and compactness of the segmentation on 3D superalloy image, we followed [1] by linearly interpolating the 3D superalloy image with 4 more slices between each two original slices. The interpolated superalloy volume image has 846 slices. In order to run the CMEWCVT with more iterations in reasonable time, we downsized the 3D volume image to half of its size along each direction and applied the proposed CMEWCVT algorithm on this downsized superalloy volume image. Finally, we scale the segmentation results back to its original resolution for performance evaluation. There are six parameters/factors that can be controlled in CMEWCVT: L, the number as input for constructing initial clusters' generators; λ, the weighting parameter which balances the clustering energy term and the edge energy term; ω, the neighbor size which defines the local search region N ω (i, j, k) for each voxel (i, j, k) ; , the predefined threshold of the stop condition of CMEWCVT; and S, a set of constraint slices with human annotated segmentation.
In the experiments, we chose L = 5, λ = 500. Considering the size of carbides and the energy balance, (see discussions in [17] ), we set ω = 6, and N ω (i, j, k) to be a sphere centered at voxel (i, j, k). Theoretically, Algorithm 3-CMEWCVT stops when the energy function Eqn. (13) is completely minimized. However, in practical applications, we can set the stop condition as
where E i denotes the CMEWVT energy at the i-th iteration and is a predefined threshold. In the experiments, we selected = 10 −4 . In addition, we chose different number of constraint slices and analyze the affect to the segmentation accuracy. In our experiments, we tried 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 21 constraint slices.
To quantitatively evaluate the accuracy and performance of the CMEWCVT algorithm, we calculated its boundary accuracy against the manually annotated ground-truth segmentation and compared the boundary accuracy with other segmentation/boundary-detection methods. Besides the MCEWCVT [1] , we also compare the segmentation accuracy with meanshift [4] , SRM [6] , pbCanny edge detector [20] , pbCGTG edge detector [20] , gPb [21] and watershed [5] .
For the MCEWCVT algorithm [1] and the proposed CMEWCVT algorithm, we examine the segmentation boundaries on the 170 non-interpolated image slices. For other 2D comparison methods, we tested them directly on 170 noninterpolated slices. For the segmentation methods that are developed only for single-channel images, we applied them on each of the four channels independently and then combine the segmentation results from all four channels to get a unified segmentation for each slice. Specifically, for Pb edge detectors, at each pixel we took the maximum Pb value over all four channels. For the other comparison methods, we combined the segmentations from all four channels using a logic OR operation.
For the quantitative comparison, we used segmentation evaluation codes provided in the Berkeley segmentation benchmark [20] to calculate the precision-recall and F -measure(harmonic mean of the precision and recall), which is in the form of
For the CMEWCVT algorithm, we evaluated the average best F-measure for Case I: over all non-interpolated slices but the constraint slices; and Case II: over all non-interpolated slices including the constraint slices. For the other comparison algorithms, include MCEWCVT and the 2D image segmentation algorithms, we evaluated the average best F-measure over all the 170 superalloy image slices. For the Pb based edge detectors, varying the threshold on a soft boundary map can produce a series of binarized boundary images, with which a precisionrecall curve can be calculated and a best F -measure can be obtained to measure the segmentation performance. For the other comparison methods, binary segmentation boundaries leads to a single precision-recall value, from which we can compute a F -measure. Generally, the higher the F -measure, the better the segmentation. From Table 1 , it is easy to see that the proposed CMEWCVT algorithm achieves the best F -measures of 93.6% and 94.3% in Case I and Case II, respectively, which significantly outperforms the MCEWCVT (F -measure: 89%) and other six 2D segmentation/edge-detection methods. Here, we set ω = 6, and λ = 500, and use 21 constraint slices. Figure 3 shows a visual comparison between the segmentation results of CMEWCVT and MCEWCVT on a few selected image slices. We can see that, different intensity variation is allowed within each grain by following human annotated segmentation. This way, compared with MCEWCVT, many small over-segmentation errors are suppressed in the proposed CMEWCVT. Meanwhile, the intensity difference between neighboring grains are better defined by human annotated segmentation. As a result, some under-segmentation errors in MCEWCVT are corrected in CMEWCVT.
We also conducted experiments to analyze the affect of using different number of constraint slices. As mentioned above, we tried the use of 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and 21 constraint slices which are all uniformly distributed across the whole 3D superalloy image volume and Table 2 shows the resulting F -measures for Case I. As we can see, the F -measure increases as we use more constraint slices. This validates the proposed idea that incorporating prior knowledge from material scientists can substantially improve the segmentation performance. In addition, the more the constrained slices, the better the performance. Table 3 shows the segmentation performance for Case II. From Fig. 4 , another observation from the experiments is that the improvement of the average F -measure from CMEWCVT is contributed by almost all the superalloy image slices. In another word, by introducing the constraint slices, the segmentation on almost all the other slices are improved, instead of just the few slices near to the constraint slices. This indicates the prior knowledge provided by the constraint slices can be propagated to the whole 3D volume image by using the proposed CMEWCVT. In addition, almost all the slices have the F -measure around 0.9 or even higher except for the 40-th slice which has the F -measure around 0.7 due to its poor imaging quality. Comparison of F−measures on each superalloy slices of using different number of constraints ω = 6, λ = 500, 3 constraint slices ω = 6, λ = 500, 6 constraint slices ω = 6, λ = 500, 9 constraint slices ω = 6, λ = 500, 12 constraint slices ω = 6, λ = 500, 15 constraint slices ω = 6, λ = 500, 18 constraint slices ω = 6, λ = 500, 21 constraint slices 
Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a constrained multichannel edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellations (CMEWCVT) algorithm for the purpose of 3D superalloy grain image segmentation. Compared to the previous MCEWCVT algorithm, the proposed algorithm can incorporate the human annotated segmentation on a small set of superalloy slices as constraints for the MCEWCVT energy minimization. As a result, the professional prior knowledge from material scientists can indeed be incorporated to produce much better segmentation results as demonstrated by our experiments.
